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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of my research is to compare and contrast the Japanese and
the American educational system and try to combine the strengths of both
systems to make a better, more ideal and accountable system in the United
States. Precisely speaking, the research is focused on the strengths of
Japanese primary and secondary education and the weakness of the present
American educational system. The study is designed to strengthen the
American educational system by adopting parts of the Japanese system or to
get some ideas from other successful countries, even if they cannot be easily
transplanted. It is important for politicians to know other cultures of successful
countries in order to adapt foreign techniques to domestic problems.
Any practice in a culture is deeply based on tradition and it is almost
impossible to make a drastic reform in any field unless it comes to a crisis
situation. Considering all the actors who will be involved in the decision-making
process in the huge, complicated United States governments, it is hard to even
define education as a serious problem. There are many politicians who raise
issues which are more advantageous for them and they try to take the
educational problem off the agenda by saying that the abortion issue must be
solved prior to education, or the national health care plan should be urgently
worked out. The naive public tends to believe those are the “right” problems and
listens to the politicians. Some might agree with a statement that even though
1

American students do worse on international competence tests than other
developed nations, we are relatively more educated than ten years or twenty
years ago. This analogy is similar to views held on the issue of poverty. We are
improving slowly, but steadily. More and more students go to schools than
before and there is no urgent necessity for reform. If we believe these
arguments, education is never defined as a problem. It is also possible for us to
think that politicians seem to have no effective solution and that is why it stays
as it is.
However, education is a problem. All of the facts such as the low
competitiveness of the labor force in the global market and tremendous amount
of federal deficit show us that there is severe damage to the economy in the
United States, and the matter of training a work force can be traced to the
educational problem in the beginning. The United States must continue to make
efforts to upgrade its educational system. It is not only because we want more
educated citizens but because it is the matter of the survival of the nation in the
highly competitive world market.
All American schools need a drastic restructuring. In the process of
restructuring, we should never forget that the United States is one big nation
even though it contains a geographically huge area. It may seem to be too
gigantic to control by the federal government, however, the population of the
nation is only twice as large as Japan and four times large as France. In both
Japan and France, education is under that strong central government’s control
and it has been successful.
Incremental steps by local governments for educational reform and too much
autonomy, resulting from federal government’s decentralization has not resulted
in much visible change in terms of educational achievement. It is too great a
2

burden for each state to accomplish the national goals by themselves. The
federal government has resources which will enable it to undertake a massive
program necessary to deal with the issue. Briefly, the slogan will be presented
as “ goals set from the very top, while more decisions made at the grassroots
school level.”
The Japanese educational system produces a highly competitive labor force.
Japan’s high-quality labor force has become a research subject and has
continued to be a basis for detailed research. According to the National
Commission on Excellence in Education in the United States,
The average academic achievement of the American junior high school
and high school students, have dropped now than at the launch of
Sputnik 26 years ago, and SAT of college entrance commission has
shown constant drop of achievement from 1963 to 1980. In the
international comparison conducted 10 years ago, the American students
ranked the lowest seven times among 19 achievement tests in the
industrial countries. (National Commission on Excellence in Education,
1983:8)
On the other hand, Japanese junior high school and high school students
made top or close to the top scores in the Second International Survey of
Mathematics Achievement conducted in 24 countries of 1981 and 1982.
(Cummings, 1986: 78) As a result of these tests, the crisis of education has
been paid more attention than before in the United States. Vogel summarizes
Japan’s educational strength,
Ninety nine percent of Japanese children finish nine year compulsory
education and 95 percent of Japanese students who finish compulsory
education graduate from high schools, while the rate of the graduation of
American high schools was 78 percent. In Japan, at least 35 percent of
those high school graduates are engaged in some kind of higher
educational institutions. The educational curriculum under the national
guidance is established by central government and the children can be
educated on the same level wherever they live inside Japan. Equal
opportunity for education is virtually guaranteed to all the citizens. Japan
which has about the half population of the United States has produced
3

one-tenth lawyers and twice as many technicians compared to the United
States. (Vogel, 1979)
In addition, the industriousness of Japanese children and the attendance in
supplementary or preparatory schools are emphasized by Vogel.
Although the American public started to focus on the Japanese educational
system, there are still many Americans who are not really aware of the
Japanese basic educational system. Take an instance, when Yoshio Mori, a
former Minister of Educational visited Washington D.C. in September of 1984
and met the Secretary of Education, Terrel Bell. Bell told Mori that the United
States must institute supplementary schools like the Japanese have because
the competitiveness of the Japanese people is very high and the Japanese
educational system, which includes supplementary schools has much to do with
the competitiveness. Bell was surprised by Mori’s response that the Japanese
administrators were planning to abolish those supplementary schools in order
to restructure education. In Mori and his administrator’s opinion, it was the
supplementary schools that create excessive competition of Japanese students
on their examination. Bell answered that he did not know what the
supplementary schools meant and had misunderstood them. He thought they
were the system of encouraging school teachers to remain after school to
supplement slow students. Therefore, Secretary Bell was planning to ask
Minister Mori how the Japanese government persuaded teachers to do
supplemental work, since it is a problem in the United States where labor
unions have a strong influence. ■( Mainichi Daily News, 1984: 1) In order to look
at possible Japanese innovations to improve United States education it is first
necessary to understand the Japanese system . It is ironic that at a time the
United States looks to Japan for ideas, the Japanese are looking at the United
4

States for ideas.
Researchers often tend to criticize their own nation’s educational system,
while they highly idealize another country’s system. Some Japanese insist that
Japan’s new models of education lie in the American educational system and at
least all the government administrators and the majority of the Japanese public
consider that they need crucial reformation for education at present.
The Japanese educational system, which is rather governed by a strong
central government is presented as a basis of comparison before examining the
American educational system. In the process of reading, the readers should be
aware of these basic characteristics:
1. Japan is a unique country which consists of an extremely
homogeneous people who share similar backgrounds in terms of the
birth, race,or ethnic origin. People relatively share common interest in
issues. Ninety nine point nine percent of the Japanese citizens are the
pure Japanese.
2. Japan was isolated from the rest of the world until Commodore Perry
from the United States arrived in 1853. Japan’s modernization rapidly
went forward during the past one hundred years. Before the defeat of
World War II in 1945, it has never been occupied by any other country
since the origin of this country, and therefore, it has never experienced
any war for independence to gain freedom from other national groups.
The concept of democracy was superficially transplanted from the
Western nations. As a result of the process, the government imposed
democracy for people. In the real sense, democracy is not imbued to the
people. The Japanese public did not bring any strong revolutionary
movement from the bottom up.
The Origin of the Modern Japanese Educational System
The Japanese people have been very enthusiastic about education since the
feudal age in the nineteenth century. The warrior class assumed responsibility
for not only the military affairs but also for the political affairs at that time.
Schools were established throughout the country to teach reading, writing, and
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arithmetic to the warrior families, farmers, and townsfolk who needed such skills
in their daily lives. Attendance was on a completely voluntary basis and there
was no external compulsion nor age limit. “About 40 percent of the farmers and
townsfolk were estimated to have studied at such schools. “ (Nippon Steel
Corporation, 1984: 169)
Starting in the Meiji era (which began in 1868), as Japan had been going
through modernization, the new government set up an integrated educational
system from elementary school to university in order to back up the
development of industry and culture through the introduction of Western
learning. This is the beginning of the Japanese compulsory educational system.
“In 1900, children were obliged to begin four years of compulsory education
from the age of six. In 1907, many elementary schools, middle schools, girls’
high schools, colleges and universities were founded.” (ibid,1984:171) At this
time, since the government needed a large number of the educated
professionals, it encouraged education from the primary schools to the higher
schools.
However, as the member of applicants for higher education exceeded the
capacity of the system it was necessary to restrict selected for entrance into
these schools. Therefore, the proportion of students continuing to higher levels
of education was not high. Theoretically, compulsory education has made it
possible for all the citizens, regardless of class, wealth, or sex, to have an equal
opportunity to obtain decent education. In reality, most of the students who
attended higher education after middle schools were the sons of wealthy
families before World War II. The parents of lower classes did not encourage
their children to continue higher education. Many lower class families expected
their boys to follow their father’s occupation such as farmers or factory workers
6

immediately after their compulsory education so that they could directly
contribute to their family’s income. Girls from poor families were expected to
become good housewives and it was considered by majority of the public that
higher education for them was not necessary. After the war, the educational
system was completely revised, and compulsory education was extended to
nine years. The American occupation army forced the Japanese government to
spread the idea of democracy and equal treatment of boys and girls in the
educational field.
In modern Japan, many people believe that obtaining a good job depends
on one’s personal capabilities. Social background and wealth are not
considered to be important elements. A more direct measure of the applicant’s
ability is now determined by which school he or she graduates from and what
subjects he or she studies. This idea results from the fact that all Japanese ,
even the poor, dream of graduating from a prestigious school, finding a good
job, and thereby attaining high social status. As mentioned before, applicants
for the schools are selected by the actual score on the entrance examinations,
therefore, removing irrelevant discrimination in the process of selection in the
educational system.
The problem occurs in the hiring process for employment. The companies
give more consideration to the name of the universities of the applicants than
their academic performance and very few female college graduates can gain
average men’s jobs. Regardless of these problems, the proportion of people in
higher education has grown rapidly in this last century. Part of the reason for this
is the Japanese people’s characteristics, such as love of reading and writing,
and also the respect for the learned, which can be seen as a common attitude
among the Japanese.
7

All of these factors have brought escalating competition for opportunities in
higher education and especially for the drive to enter a university. According to
a 1982 survey, “ the percentage continuing from junior high school (compulsory
education ) to senior high school was 94.2 percent; and the percentage of those
continuing on to junior college or university was 36.3 percent.” (ibid,1984:171)
The reason why there has been a marked increase in the percentage of people
entering the university is not only their strong desire, but their improved financial
situation. Japan’s rising prosperity has made it possible for more and more
families to afford for their children to be highly educated.
Structure of Japanese Educational Institutions
Although Japan does not have a federal system like the United States or
West Germany, Japanese schools up to the high school level are divided into
different districts and each district usually offers several middle schools or high
schools which are recognized as varying in quality, and as requiring different
entrance examinations. Therefore, the students of different ability are gradually
filtered out by the time they get into universities. The pressure put on the
Japanese students because of the competition to get into the better high
schools and later into the better universities is tremendous and it is even called
“examination hell” or “examination war”. This pressure from the system induces
students to work as hard as possible and it also creates high competitiveness.
However, it brings a counter-productive fact of creating social status by the
name of the university to the extreme of “degree-ocracy”. Briefly speaking, the
Japanese educational system is characterized as this,
University is strictly ranked by the social recognition, and high schools
are ranked by how many students can be accepted to the prestigious
universities. Most employers judge the college graduates by what kind of
departments or a college the applicants graduated from as a result of the
8

entrance examination not by what kind of knowledge or ability did they
gain from the colleges. In other words, the applicants’ future is
determined by the kind of grades they got on one day when they were
18 years old. ( the day of the entrance examination) (Translation of
Fukashiro, 1972:91)
This comment is overstated and it is still possible for those who fail the
entrance examination to have another chance to succeed in their careers. Even
though the Japanese society values credentialism, individual achievement and
development of ability in one’s career contribute to raise one’s professional or
social status. However, Fukashiro’s expression points out that the Japanese
society attaches too much importance to academic background compared to the
Western countries. The Japanese educational system is more precisely
described by Amano,
It is not only schools that function to select the social elite in the Western
countries. For example, in England, all kinds of national qualification
systems play an important role. In the United States, a strict selection
based on individual achievement is institutionalized in companies of the
industrial world even after graduation from schools. However, in Japan,
only school education has been functioning as the means in selecting
people in the society. (Translation of Amano, 1971:12)
In terms of the credentialism, which is mentioned above, Japan and the
United States have common characteristics. Yasuda, used multiple regression
to figure out how much one’s academic background influenced his social status,
one’s school performance, his father’s social status, and his social status. In
Yasuda’s statistics, the effect of one's social status was half explained by the
effect of his academic performance universally in any country, (r2 =.5) (Yasuda,
1971:288)
The strength of the educational system was seen since the origin of the
Japan’s modernization. This credentialism has made it possible to integrate all
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the capable individuals in the Japan’s modernizational process nationally
regardless of one’s origin of birth or class. For example, in the 19th year of Meiji
era (1887), “ the proportion of Tokyo University students were as follows: 40
percent come from landowners, 30 percent from bourgeoisie such as public
servants or teachers, 20 percent from commercial or industrial bourgeoisie, and
10 percent from nobles and so on. “ (Translation of the National Educational
Research Center, 1974: 551)
Another strength is that this system has also made it possible to have a
consistent supply of those capable men for the newly modernized Japan. In
addition, it was similar to the “American dream”, for giving the dream and reality
on the egalitarian basis of education, any child from a poor family or low class, if
he or she is smart enough, can go to a national university with the scholarships
of former feudal lord’s or other foundations and pass the first-class bureaucrat
exam and be promoted to elite status in the political world. “ This idea of the
promotion on a career ladder by education has become a systematic ideology
and creates the belief that the elites are selected fairly and this has motivated
the able. “ (Translation of Asou, 1973: 14)
The weakness of the credentialism is not only the escalating competition
between Japanese students, but also the establishment of the closed
characteristic and the academic clique within the companies or the government
offices accompanied with the lifetime employment system. According to a
questionnaire delivered to the 32 Japanese major companies about promotion,
29 companies answered that they consider promotion based on seniority and
ability. Education at school still takes a major role next to employee’s ability. As
a measure of judging the ability of employees, achievement was cited by 31
companies, personality and leadership (30 companies), the quality of services
10

(24 companies), then education (21 companies), and the results of the
achievement tests (13 companies). (The Japanese Production Research
Center, 1971)
Promotion in a company will be more and more based on the quality of an
employee’s work (merit system) and therefore, the problem in the future will be
focused on the hiring process of employees. In the educational setting, there
are other problems to be solved by reform such as the entrance examination.
The concrete plan proposed is the readjustment of the school district, and
alternative entrance examination for colleges such as achievement tests for
qualification, instead of the prevailing selection exams. In the present selection
system, many universities are adopting multiple choice exams accompanied
with an essay-type exam for professors to grade efficiently. However, students
cannot necessarily demonstrate their ability with only one exam. There should
be some some supplementary exam systems which would allow the students
who could not do well because of sickness or write answers in a wrong
procedure by accident. In addition, readjustment of rankings among schools is
necessary. Financial support for private colleges or national universities in the
country is an urgent need. In addition to reforming the admission process the
educational process also needs reconsideration of other problems including
one-way lectures from a professor to students without communication, and easy
graduation.
Many Japanese intellectuals regard the educational situation as a crisis. In
1984, then prime minister Yasuhiro Nakasone focused on educational reform
for the purpose of reelection in the general election. He proposed a reform plan,
which consisted of seven items such as : re investigation of the fundamental
educational system, six years of elementary school, three years of junior high
11

school, three years of senior high school and four years of university. This
system was established when the occupation forces took place after World War
II. Examining the situation of college entrance examinations was also on his
agenda.
Afterward, in March 1984, he proposed that the Diet establish a special
committee which was directed by the Prime Minister to investigate educational
reform. After the discussion , on August 7 in the same year, it was decided to
establish a temporary educational council. The central Japanese government
had already established an advisory committee for education. However, this
new committee’s formation by the Prime Minister indicated his desire for drastic
reform and dissatisfaction with the existing advisory committee which had
presented only piecemeal reform plans. In November 1984, the committee
submitted an interim report which emphasized the necessity of an educational
system which would foster more creative and globally respected citizens. In
order to carry this out, they had a plan to promote unstandardized education
and to make concerted efforts for the globalization of education. As a result of
this, the report stated that the number of foreign students who study at
universities in Japan would increase and more foreign professors would be
hired. The reports also called for a reexamination of rules and regulations for
compulsory education and the roles of the elementary and junior high schools.
They took steps to liberalize elementary and junior high schools. The final
report mentioned the need for education beyond the schools and it aimed to
take the best part of Western education. The focus of reforms was on the nine
year compulsory education rather high school and university.

Administrative Arrangements
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The Japanese educational system is established under Article 26 of the
Japanese Constitution. As mentioned before, this modern educational system
was originally made based on the American system after the war, but settled
down as today’s system after some revision. The Supreme laws and regulations
for education in Japan are the Constitution and the Educational Basic Law. The
Constitution demonstrates the fundamental governing principle, while the
Educational Basic Law points out the ideal of education and basic plan.
Strategies and aims for education, arrangement or administration of the
facilities, training or research of educators are written and enforced by these
national laws. These laws were built upon by representatives based on public
consensus. However, the general public or the resident’s participation and
feedback to the stage of implementation are very limited, and also the Japanese
voting system by majority in the Diet today does not necessarily reflect the will of
all the public every time. Even though there are those problems, these
principles of democracy still exist and function.
In order to examine the Japanese administrative sectors, which influence
Japanese education, the means of the implementation or the structure of the
national government and also the local public body must be clarified. When the
principles of public administration were introduced in the modern democratic
countries, the question appeared such as how to decide the items of delegation
and to implement them through the representative in the Diet. The
administrators have brought all the regulations or laws based on a
parliamentary democratic system. In other words, the legislative system has
been the framework to restrict structure and function of educational
administration.
The modern Japanese educational system consists of the central
13

educational administrative body which is charged by the central government
and the local educational administrative body which is charged by the local
government. The supreme organ of the central body (on national level) is the
Cabinet, prime minister and other ministers of the state and they have the dual
responsibility to the national Diet respecting the execution of administration.
This is the mechanism to secure the right of the public under the control of the
Cabinet.
First of all, the power or the function of the Ministry of Education, Science and
Culture must be considered.
Ministry of Education, Science and Culture is responsible for the
promotion and spread of school education, social education, and arts
and sciences. It is a governmental institution which administers these
items and religious ceremonies on a national level. (Translation of Ikeda,
1976: 29)
Article 10 of the Educational Basic Law defined its administration as,
“ Educational administration should be implemented directly by the public
without being surrendered to an unfair governance. Being aware of these
notions, the establishment of the arrangement of all the conditions must be
aimed. “
Basically, the power of the Ministry lies in guidance, advice, support, and the
submission of documents. In addition to these powers, it is permitted to prepare,
modify or abolish the laws and budgets for the Minister of Education and also to
issue a ministerial ordinance, notification and instruction, and to guide the
administration relevant to educational matters. The Ministry of Education,
Science and Culture is organized into the following departments: Ministry
Secretariat, primary and secondary education bureau, college bureau,
international academic bureau, social education bureau, physical exercise
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bureau, and an administration bureau are in charge of each division. In addition
to these bureaus, there is a cultural bureau. For example, the primary and
secondary education bureau is in charge from kindergartens to high schools
and 236 employees were working as of June, 1972. (Ministry of Education,
1974: 6) In these organizations, people who have power to directly influence
the primary and secondary education must be investigated. Laws remain as
guidance and their implementation depends on the person who does the
administrative work based on those laws.
The executive officers of the primary and secondary education bureau
consist of eight graduates of Tokyo University, two from Kyoto University, one
from Tokyo Arts and Science College, a total of eleven in September 1973.
(Translation of Ishii, 1974:165) Above those administrators, there were 14
council members. The council members were graduates of Tokyo University
and Tokyo Arts and Science College. Thirteen out of 14 council members were
the graduates of Tokyo University and except for one, who graduated from Arts
and Science department of Tokyo University, the others were from Law
Department of Tokyo University. There was not much geographical
concentration : only 4 out of 14 come from Tokyo prefecture, 2 come from
Ibaragi prefecture and the rest of them were diversified. Their ages were from
forty years old to fifty three years old; therefore, the majority of them were in their
40's. (Translation of Kouno, 1969: 19)
Considering these facts, it shows there are limitations of the personnel who
administer national education and a lack of awareness of the actual educational
scenes on their hands. The people who are actually handling the educational
matters are the burearucrates who are highly educated and joined the central
adminstrative system without ever being never engaged in an educational
15

setting such as school teacher or the local educational administration. Most of
these administrators are the administrative technocrats. If there are some
problems under education such as excessive conformity or professionalism,
they might have been caused by the fear of the “ education for the
administration”, rather than the “ administration for the education “. However, a
more important thing in the central (national) educational administration is what
kind of educational minister will take office.
It is necessary to obtain a person with a long-term viewpoint over the
change of the administration, who is free from a responsibility of a
particular political party or the platform for the party council, for the
stability, consistency, and neutrality of educational administration.
(Translation of Kato, 1970: 75)
Compared to a federal country such as the United States, the power for the
education in Japan has been mainly handled by the both central government
and central educational administrative offices and they have been controlling
the local public bodies and other local educational administrative organizations.
These systems are evaluated positively in the sense of maintaining the national
level and promoting the educational policy from the national viewpoint. On the
other hand, it has a negative effect of taking educational control out of the
people’s hands and making it uniform and rigid and destroying the
communication function of the scientific truth in education, accompanied with
the interference of the political governance.
After World War II, delegation of the educational power to the local
representative was introduced and promoted. This decentralization was
intended to enable local independence and autonomy of education. Those
regional governments based on the decentralization should be called “ local
government “, however, there is no custom in Japan for this idea. It is just called
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a local public body. This local public body consists of various positions such as
governors, mayors, or the committee of education. The public body is a
legislative organ and has a voting right regarding the establishment and
abolition of regulation, the budget decision, and admission. These decisions
directly influence the local administration of education and can show indirect
interference with the personnel of educators. The responsibility of education
within the governors of prefectures are categorized, by (1) public universities,
(2) private universities, and (3) educational properties. Mayors have the same
control except private universities. (Ikeda, 1976: 33)
In local educational administration, the educational committee plays a major
role. It is based on a council system which has both legislative and
administrative rights. Their functions are:
1. Establishment, management, and abolition of schools
2. Management of educational property
3. Personnel of the committee of education or other educational
organizations
4. Children’s enrollment or withdrawal from school
5. School reorganizations, educational process, guidance of study,
students, and career
6. Textbooks
7. Facility and other educational equipment
8. Training of the educators
9. Health, security, and welfare of the educators and students
10. Environmental protection and school board (ibid, 1976: 34)
The organization consists of small units of five people who are involved in the
prefecture level, while three to five committeemen deal with in the village level.
Five committeemen work as a city level. Those committeemen are appointed by
the chief of the public body with the consent of the committee and the term is
four years. A secretariat is established to support the management of the
committee of education and the chief educator is set for the purpose. Therefore,
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those who actually implement the regional education are the committee
members and the chief secretary.
According to Ikeda, 64.7 percent of the members of the committee on the
prefectural level are in 60’s and it tends to be governed by the elderly, while
there are only 46.8 percent of the members of the committee on the city level
are elderly. However, city chief secretariats tend to be older than the prefectural
chief secretariats, (ibid, 1976: 35) These facts remind one that the middle-aged
chief secretariat with professional viewpoints in the prefectural committee,
administers with the advice and guidance of the veteran committee members
who have views on the arts and academies for education. However, in the
committee of local education, the educational secretariats are in 40’s to 60’s.
They are formerly retired from their active services and have enough
experiences in education. In their academic background, 82.2 percent of the
educational secretariats on prefectural level are graduates from universities,
while those on local level are the graduates of technical schools. (Kouno, 1969:
19)
The technocrats for educational administration on the prefectural level
consist of 33.2 percent of regional civil servants, 31.2 percent of the employees
on educational committees, 22.2 percent of the teaching staff, 11.1 percent of
civil servants on national level, and 2.2 percent of other educational
secretariats. (Ikeda, 1976: 36) These surveys show that only 22.2 percent of the
educational secretariats (teaching staff) are selected from the actual
educational fields and the rest of them are “ what we call” administrative
technocrats. These facts again show that the Japanese central educational
administration has been likely to be occupied by the elite administrative
technocrats from the Law Department of Tokyo University. In the modern
18

Japanese educational system, the school educational law has been
established to set aims and purposes for elementary school, junior high and
high schools. The items about which subjects should be taught are decided by
the administrative section (Ministry of Education), according to the rules and
regulations, described in the law. The Minister of Education, delegated by the
law, regulates items such as adjustments of the subjects in the educational
process, the number of classes in schools, the admission or graduation process
and so on. In addition to the regulation, The Ministry of Education establishes
the basis of the educational process in the “ Outline of the Study

The Outline

of the Study consists of four chapters for elementary schools and junior high
schools. The first chapter is the general outline, the second is for the each
subject in detail, the third is for morals, and the fourth is for extra curricular
activities. ( Ministry of Education, 1970:1)
The Outline of the Study, the first chapter guides the general principles of
educational process, how to make educational plans, including moral
education and physical education. The second chapter deals with the aims and
content for each grade in the each subject, such as Japanese, Social Sciences,
Mathematics, Natural Sciences, Music, Crafts, Homemaking, and Physical
education. The third chapter makes it clear about how to make school
curriculum and deal with the content, and the fourth chapter, which is mainly
designed for the extra curricular activity, describes the aims of the students’
activities, school events, classroom guidance and so on. (ibid)
However, although this Outline clarifies the national goals, it mentions at the
same time that each educational institution should consider this outline, while
making necessary adjustment for their strengths and weaknesses under the
actual educational conditions and that they should try to enhance the
19

educational effect within the limits of the Outline. Therefore, the
“ standardization “ in teacher’s guidance is always confirmed.
Why do we need such a standardization in education in Japan? The Ministry
of Education answers this question,
Under compulsory education, it is very important to maintain the
national education level and improve quality which area or which school
one attends. This must be clarified without any doubt by any
administrators.Therefore, as Japan’s educational system, it is necessary
for a central government to regulate a national standard for the
educational process which any school can revise and implement.
(Translation of Ministry of Education, 1958: 2)

20

CHAPTER II
PROBLEM OF THE CURRENT U.S. EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM
Next, the American educational system is going to be described. The United
States is a completely different country from Japan in the sense that a federal
country like West Germany or Australia, which have constitutions that prescribe
roles and powers allotted to the center as compared with the component states.
Education has been treated primarily as a matter for the sub-federal level and it
was constitutionally not intended to come within the authority of the federal
government. Educational policy is determined by local school boards for the
school district, which varies in size from one small school to millions of students.
The United States educational policy is the most extreme case with respect to
the disaggregation.The existence of the separate private schools and variations
in teaching ability has the combined effect that there is hardly any uniform
means for children with a wide range of abilities and from different
socioeconomic backgrounds to be taught in the same classroom. United States
policy has also accepted private schools and they often have strong religious
affiliations. Increased participation in private schools occurred with the
desegregation policy of public schools.These are the basic characteristics of the
United States educational system.
Need of Educational Reform in the United States
There have been a number of publications about educational reform or crisis.
The educational issue is also one of the most popular topics in the Presidential
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campaign in 1992 as well as other issues, such as, abortion or national health
care. It may not be debated as often as issue of pro-choice or pro-life in
abortion, but the issue of education is still one of the major contemporary
problems in the American society. Each candidate proposes his own
educational reform plan to the public and the American voters. They can
compare and contrast those unique point of views so that they can use them as
a guideline in the election. The reason why all the presidential candidates are
stressing educational reform is simple. Quite a few Americans today are
doubtful about the existing educational system and have been recognizing its
limitations. People’s anxiety easily are reflected by public opinion and the
reform plan which catches the most attention creates a great advantage for the
candidate. For example, these candidates’ views on major issues were
presented in Grand Forks Herald on June 14, 1992.
President Bush, who won the election four years ago by declaring himself to
be the “ Educational President” proposes the following plan:
Favors an additional $600 million to expand Head Star; Wants national
testing of students, merit pay for teachers and federal subsidies, called
vouchers, for parents who enroll children in private or parochial
schools. (Feeney and Leubsdorf, 1992:1 B)
On the other hand, the Democrat candidate, Bill Clinton, who has a high
reputation for his educational reforms in Arkansas proposes the following:
Would make Head Start available to all eligible preschoolers and
implement national standards and exams for elementary and secondary
pupils; Favors national performance standards to measure achievement
and progress of local schools; Would guarantee every American the right
to go to college financed by government loans to be repaid by a two-year
stint in a program of voluntary public service. (Feeney and Leubsdorf,
1992: 1B)
The Texas billionaire, Ross Perot, who has gained national attention in a short
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time, presents no concrete program for education. The only proposals he has
shown are:
Outspokenly supporting early-childhood education and development;
Favoring setting up special centers to provide health and education
benefits for young children in poor areas. (Feeney and Leubsdorf,
1992:1 B)
According to their comments, the common statements spoken by both Bush
and Clinton are the necessity of some kind of national testing or standard
exams, and also federal subsidies or the loans financed by government. There
is not a big difference in their views and it will be summarized that they reflect
the public’s desire to have national standard of education from the federal
government and also want more subsidies or loans for education from the
federal government.
The United States educational system must be reformed either through the
federal government, state government, or the local government. However, in a
practical sense, educational reformation cannot be achieved without the active
involvement of all of these governmental agencies. The reason why the
American public is concerned about education can be explained by the fear of
economic decline, shown by relative downward economic performance. Many
Americans are afraid that their ability to produce goods and services for world
markets while enabling them to earn a rising and sustainable standard of living
is steadily eroding. It is no wonder that people are starting to pay more attention
to how to educate and train the work force.
If we think about the following questions, the answers cannot be simply
stated. For example: What happened during the past ten years? Where did we
go wrong? Who is to blame? What do we have to do to fix things?, Merely
saying that the foreign competitors and their trade policies have caused
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America’s competitive problem, solves none of these trouble. The problem is so
deep-rooted and complex that even the way to address the problem and to
achieve consensus comes very slowly. In many cases, the issue remains
sidetracked by rival private and public interest groups, political action
committees, lobbyists, politicians and federal bureaucrats, local and state
government. (Yates, 1992:1 B)
In educational matters, the boundary of responsibilities among each level of
government is not clear. All the schools, sub-district, districts, regions, parents
and students, and teachers seem to be confused by the guidelines they are
given from each authority. Bill Clinton says, “ Our schools need restructuring,
with goals set from the top but more decisions made at the grassroots school
level. That means reducing bureaucracy, paperwork, and unnecessary layers of
management, while pushing more decisions down to the school level."
(Bacharach,1990: xii) This is very true and the motivation for the reform must
come from the bottom. Even if the politicians make good laws and the
administrators implement them, the system doesn’t work effectively without the
spirit or support of the public. Because unless children and their parents are
motivated to be strongly involved and aspire to be highly educated, it is “casting
pearls before swine.” The ideal educational system would be one with more
active involvement at the school level (the teachers, local administrators and the
parents) and less bureaucratic management from state or federal government.
The reason why we need national education reform is not only limited to
international conflict and competition.Another conventional explanation is for
largescale efforts to reorient public schooling. The idea has its roots in a social
systems’ view of the world and contends that reform results from political
disequilibrium. The government-initiated reform constantly occur in the practical
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manifestations of the values of equality, efficiency, and liberty. In other words,
one role of government is to relieve tensions derived from racial conflicts and
then to establish a new equilibrium.
Traditionally, the United States educational system has been based on the
idea that there should be equality of educational opportunities for everyone and
students are encouraged to attend the higher level institutions, resulting in
levels of schooling that are more uniform than other Western and Japanese
schools. The American schools are established such that anyone can get a
decent education and this idea comes from egalitarianism, which is reflected by
the fact that the American society is pluralistic and governmental policy must
deal with different national groups which have various ethnic backgrounds.
Considering all of these reasons, in order for the reforms to occur, new ideas,
leadership, and triggering devices, such as any catastrophic or spontaneous
events (war or natural disaster) are necessary. Ideally, there needs to be major
proponent, a charismatic person who acts effectively for change proposals.
Whether he or she comes from the federal, state, academic, scientific, or
industrial field, the person must be sufficiently informed and professionally
positioned so as to be acceptable as a legitimate reform leader when the policy
window is open.
A policy among other agenda items, specifically addressed by President or
Congressmen and implemented effectively by involving all the necessary actors
happens only when the policy window is open. That can be done only when a
problem is defined as a “right problem” by public consent, elevated to the
support of the politician who have legitimate power, and solution for the
problem is sufficiently addressed. These stages must be gone through quickly,
otherwise people get bored and a new item catches their attention or the
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problem loses a sense of urgency. ( Kingdon)
Very few policies can be quickly implemented without those catalytic events.
They may well be political imbalance among proponents of equality, efficiency,
and liberty. Fortunately or unfortunately, the recent Los Angeles violent activities
have made us reconsider the explosion of the seriousness of racial issues. The
imbalance can itself be a function of either a domestic or international event. It is
still possible to promote and implement national education reform on a
declining economic base. However, it should be always remembered that some
will use economic recession as a reason for the unemployment problem or the
need for richer welfare systems, while others can define the need for
restructuring educational system because of the declining competitiveness of a
labor force with using the same reason of economic recession. Therefore, the
way issues aare difined is important.
Recent Trends in Education Policy
As seen above, the American education problem is deep and the direction is
uncertain. Because it is aiming at both equity and excellence . First, the debate
focused on the equitable aspect of education to compensate for disequilibrium,
but it shifted to the freedom of choice and it must provide academic excellence
at the same time. The problems are in persistent dilemmas, involving hard
choices between conflicting values.The difficulty of determining values in
education is explained by Doyle:
Since ancient times, philosophers and scholars have known that value
and education are bounded together. Their connection was so obvious
and important that it was virtually impossible to imagine value-free
education. Even if education did not transmit values explicitly and self
consciously, it did so implicitly and by example.Can anyone remember a
distinguished teacher or philosopher, ancient or modern, who was
morally neutral? (Doyle,1990:125)
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The federal government encouraged states to establish traditional education
where every student studies a core of academic subjects. It is not only a
problem, but also a solution to the problem of how to balance societal values of
excellence and equity in public schools enrolling children of different abilities,
social classes, religious, and racial and ethnic groups, as stated earlier.
Requiring academic core subjects is a compromise to a fundamental dilemma
in American schools in providing an equal education to all children. The school
issue which deals with a series of reforms in structures, rules, staffing, and
programs often appears when larger social, political, and economic issues are
involved. Curricular reforms, unavoidably respond to larger socioeconomic and
political issues and have to cope with the highly charged emotions and national
goals, connected to the fundamental values of individual success and group
interests. (Cuban,1990:136)
By the mid-1960s and later, political and social movements sought to free the
individual from bureaucratic constraints and helping the poor, especially ethnic
and racial minorities. The notion of desegregation, compensatory education,
and magnet schools became familiar as well as free schools, open classrooms,
and flexible scheduling. Efforts were made to differentiate courses and schools
to accommodate low-income and minority children with little access to
academic curricula. It was the time that there was a concern for access and
equal treatment led to further differentiation in curricula.
By the early 1980s, when A Nation At Risk was published, readers were
urged to demand higher academic standards and a common curriculum in their
schools. State after state raised its graduation requirements and fewer students
registered for vocational courses. For almost a century, the debate over whether
all students should take one academic curriculum or varied ones has gone back
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and forth in interpreting what an “ equal education “ means. Each time the
values of equity and excellence were discussed, administrators and specialists
created new courses of study and curriculum guides. The basic political
compromise, that is, the elementary school as the traditional place for a
common curriculum and the comprehensive high school as a place offering
varied courses of study, was worked out. The present generation of state and
federal policy-makers in the reform movement has accepted the historic
compromise and wishes to make existing schools go toward for excellence. The
available alternatives that can compete with the comprehensive high schools as
excellent and equitable are to be seriously examined.
Only speculation can be offered about what decisions will be made in the
future. It is most likely that many interests support the present system. Local
governments will not easily give up their monopoly powers over schools.
Upper-income people who live in suburban school districts expect that lowerincome groups will be excluded. Teachers and school administrators have
shown very little interest in competing with each other for students and funding.
Private schools are politically weak, as noted earlier, and will be divided as to
the efficacy of state aid.
Considering the sources and consequences of the assumptions that limit the
national educational reform, two waves of the reform have been presented
recently. The first one stresses standardization of curriculum and decentralized
testing of both students and teachers. It is typified in the report of the National
Commission on Excellence in 1983. It discusses ways of improving and
nationalizing school curricula and many district and state initiatives to
standardize curricula to institute competency tests, and increase standardized
testing. The second wave stresses upgrading teacher education and
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restructuring teachers’ roles to make them more inclusive of career stages. The
idea of restructuring schools by emphasizing staff roles has spread nationwide.
These two waves contain some differences. The ideas seem to be based on
incompatible tasks such as the general requirement from the federal
government, combined by the local efforts to achieve higher levels of
educational accomplishment. In accomplishing all of these aims, there exists an
over arching incorrect assumption that schools are much more alike than they
all really are. This creates the belief that they can consequently be reformed
with across-the-board policies. The reform outline might come in one size that
fits all. Therefore, restructuring the staffs necessitates autonomy for teachers,
who can then adjust their behavior to deal with variations in the context and in
students.
When we look back on the 1980’s educational reform, the political symbols
employed by reform advocates, the media, and public officials stressed
academic excellence, scholarly rigor, and high intellectual standards. The
federal government officials particularly, the Secretary of Education and
President Reagan intensely encouraged the reform. National organizations,
states, and local school districts pursued extensive revisions in such areas as
secondary school graduation requirements, curricula, textbooks, and testing
programs. The objective for this massive reshaping was to make the American
labor force more productive, technologically and scientifically more literate, and
better able to overcome the international trade threat.
The 1983 issuance of the National Commission on Education EExcellence
report, A Nation At Risk, became a primary triggering device for the
contemporary U.S. education reform effort. The report invoked the specter of
foreign domination and captured the attention of the news media. As a
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consequence, hundreds of task forces and reform commissions were created
based on the report’s general reform suggestions for states and local school
districts.
At that time, President Reagan quickly recognized the significance of A
Nation At Risk and repeated statements regarding the importance of a renewed
educational system for the nation's future. He appealed to state and local
officials, as well as parents and educators, to make the changes necessary to
restore America’s schools to their past levels of achievements. However, he
specified that the financial burden of reform should be borne by states and
localities. In his view, the confusion of academic and disciplinary standards was
due to the overly intense regulatory efforts by federal officials.
Responding to the President’s challenge, numerous legislative bodies
enacted education reform bills. For example, California, South Carolina, and
Texas enacted bills averaging 40 different reform dimensions. California’s
reform vehicle, Senate Bill 813, contained more than 80 provisions all by itself.
(Guthrie& Koppich, 1988:29) In state after state, gubernatorial candidates tied
their political aspirations to their education reform platform.
Educational performance standards have proved cyclical in the past and it is
difficult to predict what would make them permanent today. If the United Sates
comes to view itself as engaged in a long term fundamental economic or
military competition with the remainder of the world, a competition for which
schooling was a crucial component, then high standards might persist.
However, despite the likelihood that the nation is indeed involved in such a
competition, there is little evidence to support the view that the general public
will long sustain an interest to education reform and intensified schooling
standards.
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The public attention, which was spurred by A Nation At Risk could have
resulted in federal legislation. In reality, why in the 1980s was the federal
government’s role restricted to agenda-setting in the end? The answer lies in
the fact that many of the contemporary reform proposals are controversial and
require government action to be initiated. It is difficult to enact them in the
absence of one party dominating both the executive and legislative branches,
or broad bipartisan agreement on an issue.
Traditionally, the Unites States Presidents and both houses of Congress
have not cooperated well. As stated before, enactment of a federal national
education excellence agenda had been obstructed by President Reagan’s clear
personal view that education was primarily a function of the family, local actors,
such as teachers and local administrators, and the state. Reagan’s policy was
based on the decentralization in which the federal government did not have a
major role to play.
The Role of Federal. State, and Local Government
The intergovernmental system and federalism in the United States have
raised both pros and cons since the origin of this country. Nobody is sure how
much the federal government should be involved in implementation and even if
it delegates most authority to their local counterparts, there have been
continuous power struggles over resources such as personnel and aid. It is
difficult to separate the responsibilities of each level of government under the
concept of federalism. Federalism requires a sharing of the responsibility of
carrying out an important public purpose and serving an important public
interest which all of these three levels, such as, federal, state, and local
governments have in common. None of these governments can achieve as well
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alone, without the cooperation of others.
Examining the responsibility of each role and the duty of each level must be
examined. First, as far as the federal government has the key function of the
national interest in quality education, it must help overcome the unevenness of
state efforts and to assure quality and equity in education. There are several
lists for each government level in order to ensure equity, fund incentives, and
set images to define benefits for the nation as a whole in high-quality education.
The following are the recommendations for federal government action:
(1) emphasize the need for better education and schools for all students.
(2) provide incentives that promote a high English proficiency in all
schools.
(3) provide the opportunity to all students to study a foreign language.
(4) promote going beyond basic scientific literacy.
(5) provide advanced training in math and science.
(6) focus aid on school districts with large numbers of immigrant or poor
children.
(7) provide data collection and research on model programs for twenty
first century.
(8) provide for alternative academies for students who are failing.
(9) encourage merit-based pay.
(10) reward excellence in teaching through national
fellowships. (Cetron,1985:141)
The state government should:
(1) examine the possible benefits of a longer school day and longer
school year.
(2) develop immediate plans for improving education.
(3) create broader and more effective partnerships for improving
education, especially with business leaders.
(4) assure more effective use of existing resources.
(5) place a higher priority on improving education state wide.
(6) continue a role in helping to guarantee access for disadvantaged.
(7) provide research and development.
(8) stimulate creative ways to organize and staff schools.
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(9) assure the availability of alternative curricular designs and
pedagogical procedures. (Cetron,1985:141)
The local government should:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

provide leadership for improvement efforts.
obtain needed funds.
decentralize authority to the local school site.
stimulate long-range planning in each school.
articulate elementary, middle, and senior high schools.
divide large secondary schools into smaller units. (Cetron,1985:142)

Even though the federal government can be active in educational
involvement in the future, the federal government can never be responsible for
making actual necessary changes in the schools. These recommendations for
federal government action seem limited; its role is important in the sense that it
must initiate all of these plans. We must admit that under federal system of state
autonomy, not all the states can be expected to advance uniformity to meet
some levels. However, there should be several goals that each state
government must achieve and which federal government must monitor for those
state governments.
First of all, every state must strongly establish and enforce minimum
achievement in basic skills, such as reading, arithmetics, and writing until all the
students who finish compulsory education attain the survival skills. Second, the
outcomes from a growing number of more sophisticated and up to date state
assessment systems should provide specific information. They should inform
decision makers on actual needs of the school, and also aid teachers on where
instruction must be improved. Third, state governments should enlarge the
number of educational options and further improve the programs for children
with special needs, such as the handicapped so that most students in those
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schools will have available special programs, fitted to their needs and their
parents’ desires. Fourth, it is often forgotten these days, but the school
administrators must consistently demonstrate that schooling by institutions is
only one part of education. It must be possible and effective to have such a
program that young parents be trained in schools about how to educate their
children at home when they are in the most crucial learning period, from one
year to three years old. Schools should be the places where they provide
learning resources for those parents who have small children or temporary
dropouts, and even for the adults or senior citizens. Fifth, there should be set
aside as special state and federal resources for providing vital stimulation to a
most pressing problem or for the further research. Those resources should deal
with matters such as how to improve the productivity of education by the
systematic modernization and upgrading of content and process skills of
educational professionals.
In regards to the teacher’s education, there are some problems that we see
in primary schools. Those students who want to teach in primary schools (such
as the students of Centers for Teaching and Learning at colleges ) have moved
further and further away from subject specialization. Instead of being required to
study across a broad curriculum compared to primary schools themselves,
those students who wish to become teachers should concentrate far more on
basic class management and classroom organizational skills. More and more
time during the training period has been spent in schools, observing and
practicing.
Some directions for the tutors are mentioned as follows:
In the beginning, they must understand the problems and achievements
of teachers and learners, in different contexts, taking into account social,
historical, and ideological perspectives. Next, they should be well34

informed about changing structures and practices in the school system.
Then, they must understand and accept responsibility for helping others
to understand the pressure and values that influence such structures and
practices. (Rudduck, 1989:187)
It is crucially important for teachers to be exposed to the training in terms of a
broad, analytic and preferably research-based perspective. Therefore,
improving quality of the education system by reforms in teacher education and
by the proposed appraisal of the teaching force and the encouragement of more
effective and efficient within-school management, can never be overlooked.
Given the limited resources and leverage available at the federal level by the
Constitution, interventions are only made on truly major problems. Attempts to
make programs effective must ensure the use strategies that maximize the
return on investment. The exact amount of federal role of aid must be
determined. Criteria for evaluation of the programs are as follows:
* If there is a need of federal intervention, how does it meet the criteria
defining the federal role in education? Should the problem be left to
state, local or private efforts? Does this problem have any relationship to
the proper federal role in education?
* If they are defined as a federal problem, what policy should the
government pursue? What should the government’s objectives be?
* Once policy is settled, what programmatic strategy should be adopted
to reach this goal?
* How does the program relate to the central educational problems that
federal government must deal with?
* What is the priority of the problem?
Logically and with experience, the most effective use of federal funds is
suggested to supplement baseline state and local efforts rather than supplant
them. If the problem has a high enough national priority, then supplementary
services may be justified. And, in the extraordinary cases where the usual
patterns of state and local support are not present, there may be justification for
the direct provision of services by the federal government. This may be
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necessary for populations, such as, the dissident, alienated, potentially
radicalized minority subculture like the poor black in inner city or rural slums.
The federal government’s expanded role is to deal with those who are not
covered by state and local policy.
As a more constructive idea for these policies would be the consideration for
the target population according to their distinguished needs of adolescents and
those of other school-age children. In addition to this, services for adolescents,
managed by a system that has as its major concern the needs of this unique
population, rather than being limited to their narrow educational requirements,
should be considered.
Educational policy should start from setting priorities and determining the
appropriate federal role. This must be done through more than a mechanical
exercise. It often leads to a wrong procedure such as allocating federal
education funds by “sector” or “ category”, say like “ for the Indians” or “ for the
disabled” without a real effort to weigh needs and possibilities against each
other in a disciplined and coordinated way. We need to be concerned with the
general tendency of existing programs to move in a “service” direction. The
Education Division of federal government includes the potential to be left with
service-oriented efforts and does not fully meet educational needs, while all
compete vigorously for funds.
Reforms and Its Practicability
After 1983, many states considered and passed legislation to strengthen
course requirements, the lengths of school terms, supplement teaching training,
grant salary increases, launch merit pay plans, tighten teacher certification and
so on. All the recommendations for reform such as pay systems which
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recognize merit and competency testing of teachers invoked much
controversies. Concerns over merit pay raised the questions of who would
determine merit and how it could be defined. However, most of the states had
established requirements for student competency examinations as well as
some forms of teacher testing.
Because of criticism of public education, many advocated private education
instead. The peak of the interest in private education arrived when the U.S.
Supreme Court ordered desegregation. A large number of white parents
transferred their children from integrated public schools to private schools by
their choice. This growing interest in private education created proposals of
education vouchers that could be used to pay for education in public or private
schools and it gained public support. The supporters expected competition
between private and public schools which would improve the quality of the
public schools since they would be forced to improve their standards to attract
students. On the other hand, the tuition tax credit proposal also attracted public
support since it would allow parents to deduct a portion of the cost of private
education from their federal income tax returns and results in an indirect
subsidy to private education.
These proposals are challenged by the opponents who are afraid that these
financial incentives divert students from integrated public schools and enhance
the return of segregation. Another concern is that public schools would lose
many bright students and will be left with more difficult students who lack funds
and the discipline to enter selective private schools. The proposal of the tuition
tax deduction by the federal government is considered as a major problem of
federal interference since the educational system has been the primary domain
of state and local governments for centuries.
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These arguments, spurred by the present dissatisfaction with public schools
and supported especially byparents who have children in private schools,
Catholics, and young adults. Although the educational institutions absorbed the
initial impact of the commission report and attempted to reform by each
standard, political conflict over education continued through 1980s. All the
competing ideas come from different social groups such as religious or ethnic
minorities and they demand more choice and are ready to demand assistance
from governments. The opinions of the majority of the public at present support
prayer in schools, merit pay for teachers, tougher discipline, voucher payments,
tax credits, and teacher competency testing. The strongly religious affiliated
parents would demand schools which teach religious values or theories and
refuse to send children to schools where state authority certify or regulate them.
Educators and their organizations continue to pursue their professional well
being and that of the public school system. The struggle over public education
poses different opinions and standards for the future, reflected by concern of
diversity of views by the public.

Difference Between the United States and Japanese Educational System
The educational system does not exist by itself. It is the outcome of a nation’s
historical, cultural, economical, and political development. Therefore, in
comparing the educational systems, which followed their unique development
processes, one must be extremely careful. There are no other comparisons
which are as different in their educational systems as the United States and
Japan among developed nations. Their common experience in adopting other
cultures took on an entirely different process. Transplantation of the educational
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ideas and practices was taken place under heavy foreign pressure in Japan.
During the Meiji era, the Japanese were firm believers that there was no
alternative way but to learn from the West and accept their reform in order to
protect its country from the separation of the nation that China had to suffer. After
World War II, Japan had fewer alternatives but to reform all the social systems in
cooperation with the United States until it gained her sovereignty since it
surrendered to her conqueror, the United States, and even afterward, the
Japanese national security depended on the American military.
There are other contrasts between the United States and Japan. They are
summarized as follows: (1) The United States is geographically a huge nation
which covers a variety of cultures and regions. A child who is born fortunately in
Beverly Hills will most likely to have a much higher quality education than a
child who is born in a small southern town along Mississippi river or in a native
American reservation area. On the other hand, Japan has a small land, about
the size of state of California. The central government is responsible for
education and resources allotted to each school are not likely to be affected by
the difference of environment. (2) Japan has a centralized system compared to
the United State’s decentralized system. Japan’s Ministry of Education forces a
core curriculum and implements it nationwide, while the American federalism
makes it difficult. The localities or the states at most are responsible for the
educational reforms and therefore, the reform becomes fragmented and the
reality is that the education one receives depends on the condition of the area.
Decentralization is caused by not only the Constitution, but also with the deeprooted traditional suspicion about educational dominance from the federal
government among the American’s national characteristics. (3) Japan is a
homogeneous society versus the United States’ pluralistic society in terms of
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race, national groups, linguistics, religion, and social factors. The movement of
the population in the United States will be predicted as transition to more
“brownization” because of the increase of Hispanics. The composition of the
“American” race can be more and more complex from the continuous
immigration from Korea, Philippines, Indonesia, Hong Kong, and other areas in
Asia. The American hybrid characteristics has caused the necessity of bilingual
education or multicultural education which are not familiar in Japan. In addition,
a religious renaissance movement has been occurring the past ten years. The
religious affiliated, particularly the fundamentalists have been requested that
public schools support their religious and cultural values nationally. This kind of
disintegration (dissolution) and conflicts can never happen in Japan, either.
(Beauchamp)
Despite these significant differences between both educational systems, the
United States and Japan must prepare for the the coming twenty first century
where the societies will get more and more complex. Both countries have
recognized the importance of dealing with the challenge in order to maintain
their prosperity and safety. In this respect, Japan and the United States have not
only been the partners, but also rivals. It is very valuable for the American
educators or administrators to understand and analyze the Japanese efforts
toward their educational reforms. There might not be many elements for reforms
that the United States can directly transplant from the Japanese model.
However, if we start to investigate by questioning why the Japanese education
has been successful, we will be able to understand the problem in the United
States educational system more clearly.
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CHAPTER III
The Comparison between the United States and the
Japanese Educational System
Educational reform and the influence of the foreign educational model are
the phenomena which can be commonly seen in any society. A nation attempts
to develop education for various reasons such as, political integrity, economic
development, social integrity, and justification of religion. However, as time
passes by and social condition changes, it is necessary to investigate new ways
to achieve these aims more effectively or to accomplish new aims. It is
impossible for the nation to never be influenced by other nation’s models,
theories, or practices on purpose or inadvertently during the process of
reinvestigation. The reason why both the United States and Japan have
enjoyed prosperity is that they have positively accepted other nation’s theories
and practices and have adapted them skillfully. The fact that there is active
debate on issues of education at present shows us that example of these
nation’s characteristics that they favor reforms and look for possible solutions
from other nations on the matter of education.
Most of the elements which make up the educational systems of the United
States and Japan are adopted from foreign countries. Researchers who have
studied comparative educational politics are fully aware of the potential of the
risk in imitating foreign country’s educational system. The educational system is
a product of the society’s unique history and cultural development. Therefore,
transplanting them into a different environment, always presents risk. However,
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at the same time, any country possesses an original element plus elements
from other countries in a sense. As is often the case the foreign elements are
well integrated into the system and very few professionals recognize their
historic origin. In addition, the country which is not satisfied with the way it is,
frequently compares the educational system to other country’s or looks abroad
for the solution of each problem. Japan had to intentionally copy educational
systems from others because it could be easily isolated from others for historical
and geographic reasons. The United States has modeled other educational
systems inadvertently since the culture of immigrants has had potential of
integrating various national group’s systems. On the other hand, there are two
reasons why Japan was very active in accepting the Western educational
policies. One of the reasons is that after the Meiji revolution, Japan realized it
was far behind the Western nations and tried to do its best to catch up with the
Western industries and technologies.

Another reason comes from the

Japanese peculiar characteristics toward the foreign culture. The fact that
Japan contains no foreign elements such as occupational forces in the history
counterproductively has given strong motivation and curiosity to other cultures
for the leaders of the nation.

United States Education at Risk
From a historical perspective, educational reform was considered to be an
appropriate measure to deal with various kinds of problems. The Americans
have tried to develop a new curriculum at school in order to solve social
problems such as teenager’s pregnancy, drug or alcoholic, safe driving, AIDS
and so on. This is the manifestation of belief in education, deep rooted in the
people’s mind since the foundation of New England colony.
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At present, the American public is concerned about the idea that the
educational system is responsible for the American economic recession, at
least to some extent. The debate on the issue of education is similar to the
Sputnik shock and its impact. At that time, school reform was thought to be
necessary to “catch up with Russia” and to guarantee the national security.
Nowadays, it is necessary to do so to “catch up with Japan” and to guard the
United States economy.
In the United States, educational reform becomes a habitual problem and
there are always optimistic feelings behind those movements. It is commonly
believed that schools will eventually be improved and that they can achieve
great political, economical, and social aims. In the eighteenth century, public
education was regarded by reformers and politicians as the means to spread
political and social integration and to maintain democratic values. In the
nineteenth century, public education was believed to be the place where the
immigrants who came to the colleges were Americanized and obtained the
necessary capability for success in a new industrialized society. Only thirty
years ago, schools were considered to be a weapon during the Cold War and
also, politically, the medicine for the disease, called “racial discrimination” in
the American society.
The present reform movement is not based on optimism any longer. Schools
and teachers are regarded as responsible for all the problems that the nation is
facing. The rhetoric regarding public education does not include a magnificent
social vision any longer. People had been emphasizing the necessity of
overcoming the competition with the Soviet Union militarily and with Japan
economically at present. At the regional level, state after state make abundant
laws such as making longer school days, strengthening the graduation
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requirements, requiring more rigid grading systems, and focusing math and
sciences in the curriculum. In this rhetoric, the role of the education to promote
political and social justification and citizen education which teach youngsters
the protection of freedom is often overlooked.

The Skeptical View for United States Educational Reform
When the educational system was identified as in crisis, the motivation for
systematic reform was heightened in 1980s. However, since the educational
system is decentralized, it is different from Japanese top-down direction. For
example, the recent conservative movement which stresses stricter regulations
on basic education is responded to in various ways by each level in the
educational system. Teachers make evaluations more frequently and are stricter
with students. Schools make more rigid standards in the content of the
curriculum and grading standards, including attendance and behavior. Each
school district has own regulations. Some states adopt exam systems for
determining the promotion of students. The process of elevating national
interest to the reform comes from the general consensus that there is an
educational crisis. This pattern can be seen in any kind of reform movement in
the United States system.
Within the federal government, some argue that they should more
systematically handle the educational crisis. These opinions were often raised
from the time of the founding, however the federal government has neither
rights nor power to do that. The rights and power have been delegated to the
other levels in the educational system. The weakness of the American
educational system can be found in the limitation of the federal government’s
response to the crisis. Compared to the Japanese central government, the
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influence of various committees and task forces which are made up by the
federal level are much weaker and also lack consistency, though they show
merely the direction in dealing with the crisis. In addition, the legislation by the
federal government is not done as a part of the universal educational policies,
but tends to be superficial.
The legislation is limited by the law which pays the expense for the target
population such as the disabled, minority, pregnant teenagers, or for the career
training and bilingual education. The response by the administration is also
restricted by political pressure. The federal government tends to focus on
administrative issues such as budgetary accountability or program evaluation; it
is very rare that they play an active role in discussing the variety of reforms to
integrate and adjust. If a school district reports the number of students
incorrectly, and students might be disadvantaged.
The issues raised in a particular educational organization are often
discussed from a general humanistic approach, but the decision may be
resolved by a lawsuit. Many cases which could not be settled among the lower
levels are brought to the federal level. Examples are the lawsuit for
desegregation in 1954, conflicts over the promotion of racial integration, the
reforms toward the treatment of the disabled and so on. It is highly predictable
that there is a potential for a lawsuit to be brought to the federal level to protect
the right of the students who do not reach the minimum level of the competency
test.
Some people are still doubtful about the success of the educational reform,
even though the presidential candidates claim they will make reforms. There
are some reasons to be considered why any kind of reforms once debated with
emotion suddenly lose their visibility.
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First, the decentralized political system makes it harder for the reform leader
to appear from inside of the educational world. Those who have gained high
recognition in the United States educational history are the individuals who
were mainly outside of the educational world. Not many professors who teach
education can raise all the names of the secretaries or administrators of federal
and state governments. Therefore, even if the administrators succeed in
introducing the reforms, once adopted in the educational system, they lose their
original intention and become routine.
Second, the American educational system is the one which is difficult to
promote a systematic reform or revolutionary movement. All the studies
conducted to improve the implementation process, present a very pessimistic
view for the practicability of reforms. (Berman and McLaughlin, Bardach, and
Wildavsky and Pressman. )
For example, Wildavsky describes in his writing, Implementation, how
great expectations in Washington are dashed in Oakland. By referring to the
unsuccessful example of Oakland in California with the federal government’s
assistance to create more jobs, he mentions that the federal government’s
programs can be extremely difficult in the stage of implementation. Even if the
general guideline gets consensus from everybody, if each decision point
involves too many actors, where aims would be different from each other, If the
administrators have different goals and without a sense of urgency, and or if
their political standings are also different, implementation comes slowly.
Implementation, divorced from decision-making process has no way to go.
( Wildavsky and Pressman)
Above these reasons, many kinds of reforms adopted into organizations end
up merely reforming the procedure which represents only superficial change. If
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these is no strong pressure from the federal government, they are not often
carried into practice. Even ambitious individuals who attempt to pursue practical
reforms are almost convinced that they will get various kinds of resistance from
the bottom and they can gain only superficial consent. This is because different
groups are against reforms in the educational world. Even if the reforms are
implemented, people are afraid that they are going to fail, for the coalitions are
not strong enough. Teachers and educational administrators put into practice
without the necessary assistance essential to the success of reform and
therefore, the result of these has only symbolic meaning.
However, the Americans have spent so much energy already and the
education researchers have been interested in educational reforms for a long
time despite the fact that restructuring organizations have only symbolic
meaning in the present system. The United States educational system has a
broad consensus regarding the existence of educational institutions. The
heated debate about education goes to how to regulate the rules and not the
practical application of those. The administrators play only the role of informing
people when the rules of the game in educational reforms change.
In the United States decentralized system, people tend not to trust the federal
bureaucrat. In the process of reforms as a drama, there needs to be a
charismatic person (a good guy), a bad guy (government), and the innocent
public. As is mentioned, the governments are always the villains. The heroes or
heroines are the general public and also the social elites who lead those
publics ( The elites of governments are excluded.) The majority of the public
feels as if the social reforms are promoted by their strengths and their will,
however the reality is that the reforms are carried through by legitimate leaders
who are not trusted by the public.
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This is how the reform process takes place in the decentralized United States
system. In the centralized Japanese system, the central bureaucrat plays major
roles, while those citizens who protest and the revolutionary leaders who are
nowadays regarded as old-fashioned will be the ones to be blamed.
It is often mentioned that only in the United States are there outstanding
differences between higher education and lower education. Practically
speaking, the public primary and secondary education are the least successful
systems, while its higher education system is the most successful part in the
United States society. How could it happen? It doe not appear to make sense
that one side of education produces excellent scholars and the other side
produces unsuccessful students.
There is a widespread belief that the American secondary schools are
considered to be unsuccessful in preparing the students for higher education.
In a recent study by Burton Clark, he believes that certain characteristics of the
structure in the secondary schools make them less competitive. He mentions
that the American secondary education makes a unique cluster which
differentiates it from other countries’ education.
United States secondary education allows almost everyone to attend and
therefore, the composition of the students are diversified, compared to the
European schools which tend to produce small elites.
In 1980s, the average percentage of 18 year old who attend schools
among ten countries of the European Economic Committee was 36.
However, the United States has been making efforts to encourage all the
youngsters to finish up at least their secondary education. The rate of the
students who remain in schools in the United States at any age is twice
as high as those of Europe. In reality, all the students in the United States
entered high schools and 75 percent of them graduated from high
schools in 1980. Therefore, the secondary education system must serve
for the diversified young people who have socially and culturally different
background in a highly pluralistic society such as the United States. The
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secondary education system is compelled to allow entrance for least
competitive students or the students who get tired of going to schools as
well as the academically advanced students and those who are highly
motivated to study. In other words, the secondary school in the United
States must adjust not only to the students who advance to higher
institutions, but also to the students whose final academic qualifications
are the high school diplomas. (Clark 1985: 391)
Another structural characteristic of the United States secondary education,
mentioned by Clark is that the United States secondary schools are
overburdened and required to complete all the jobs and it makes it difficult to
maintain each school’s characteristics or uniqueness and it discourages them
from pursuit of excellence. However, the increase of the magnet schools which
are different from the general American public schools, are changing the current
tendency. (Doyle and Levin)
There are other United States secondary educational characteristics. The
secondary schools are more closely tied to the primary schools in the United
States. In other developed nations, including Japan, the elite high schools are
closely connected to universities and preparing students to enter universities.
However, the United States secondary schools were developed at the
beginning of this century as the final stage of education. They were made for the
more general purpose and emphasized “ education for living” and just
expanded primary education. Therefore, it is only the by-product of the primary
education. (Trow)
The American secondary education is closely related to primary education
philosophically and systematically. The procurement and training of the
educators, and the condition of their work are closer to primary education than
those of universities. In addition, the patterns of financial administration are
more similar to primary schools.
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Another characteristic which can be considered is their regional political
administration. At the local level, non tenure lecturers, the massive
administrative staffs, and more and more active parents’ associations influence
public school teachers’ labor force and they deter the teacher to attempt to
create more competitive academic standards. These are not yet widely
recognized by many Americans, but this pattern of local control toward
secondary education composes a factor of1 promoting
unprofessionalization” of education. (Clark )
Above these characteristics, the fact that the number of private schools is few
and costly have made people give up alternatives and accept all the
educational services provided by public schools in any kind of district. Parents
and children who live in an area with expensive and few private schools have
no choice and it discourages competition among schools to attract students.
This fact make it virtually meaningless to compare academic achievements
among schools.
All of these characteristics have weakened high schools’ intellectual roles of
improving their students’ academic achievements and the connection to higher
education. Contrasted to these secondary educational system, the American
universities have extremely different characteristics and therefore, they have
many advantages. The most decisive difference is that attendance in higher
education is completely on a voluntary basis. Since the American higher
educational system is not a universal system and the students whose academic
levels are not high and not highly motivated generally do not dare to go to
colleges. Each university is mutually highly differentiated and especially large
universities are more differentiated inside.
Therefore, universities can make up their own image, purpose and
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dedication by themselves if they want to. It makes it possible to recruit and
motivate their faculty and students in their own image. Because of all these
reasons, American universities have rather advantageous points for the
intellectual lives due to academic differentiation. American universities are
comprehensive educational systems and there are more interactions among
undergraduate students, graduate students, and professors and so on.
Summarizing these points, universities are generally different from primary and
secondary schools in the sense that they have high autonomy from both
governments and school boards.
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CHAPTER IV
WHAT THE UNITED STATES CAN LEARN FROM JAPAN
Many researchers are doubtful that both the United States and Japanese
education have reached the “ crisis” stage, although they surely think they have
problems. This has resulted in both United States presidents and Japanese
prime ministers’ picking up education issues in order to earn political advantage
in the safest way. Even though there is disagreement whether education is the
crisis or not, there is no way to say that both systems are perfect. In the recent
educational debate, secondary education is paid specific attention. There are
some critics who say there is no convincing reason to separate high schools
and junior high schools or there are many repeated curriculums which make
students bored. There are still confusion about how much weight the major
intellectual subjects such as math, social and natural sciences, and languages
should have compared to other minor subjects such as physical education and
music and so on. There are other debates about the role of educators in
guiding students toward advanced schools or for helping job search. There is
no clear definition about what is the suitable school education for the students
who have different abilities and aptitudes. In other words, it is questioned what
the secondary schools are for.

Things that have Obstructed Mutual Understanding of the United States and
Japan
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There needs to be two requirements in order for two countries to learn each
other for the purpose of gaining valuable insight. One of them is a subjective
requirement. That means both countries get interested in each other’s
condition. The other is an objective requirement. Both countries are facing the
same challenges, however the problems are not exactly same. Comparative
study between the United States and Japanese education is useful since these
two requirements are filled.
First, both the United States and Japan need to pay more attention to each
other. It is well known that Japan learned many things from the more advanced
country, the United States over a century, while the United States had no
interest in the educational history of Japan which was less developed. Even if
the United States showed some interest in the Japanese educational system,
Japan was not the object from which the United States could learn, but
something that United States could improve or reform. Therefore, the
relationship crossing the Pacific Ocean was characterized as one-way street
and the United States has always played the teaching role, while Japan has
played a student’s role.
After Meiji revolution, the new government of Japan started to initiate a
modern school system modeled by advanced Western countries in 1870s and
the most influential force was the United States. The number of the Americans
was the greatest among all the foreigners who were invited by the new
government as the advisors for educational politics or as foreign teachers. The
Americans influenced not only the educational policies and systems, but also
the curriculums and methods. In addition, after World War II, the victorious
country, the United States had exclusive influence on the defeated nation,
Japan, for the second-time. As mentioned before, under the American
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occupational army, Japan formed a new educational system modeled after the
United States with the guidance of the headquarters of the army.
Contrary to these Japanese experiences, Japanese education has never
deeply influenced American education. Although the United States has started
to get interested in Japanese education recently, Japan still imports a great deal
in the areas of education, arts, and culture from the United States. It is therefore
somewhat ironic that there is a heated debate about the trade deficit with Japan
in the economic area.
These differences of attitudes of both countries are reflected in the degree of
understanding of the general public. Relatively a large number of Japanese
share a decent amount of knowledge about the United States education, while
with the exception of a few professionals who have had close contact with
Japan, most Americans do not know anything about Japanese education. There
are not only differences of the public’s attitudes, but also differences can be
seen between the United States educational professionals and the Japanese
educational professionals. The Japanese side tends to consider the United
States education as universal and attempts to borrow the method directly, while
the American side tends to regard Japanese education as the unique thing
which matches the Japanese culture and its social structure. Besides, the
Japanese usually pays attention to the strengths of the United States education,
however, the Americans focus on the weakness of the Japanese education.
Furthermore, the Japanese researchers depend on the literature written by
American educational researchers and support their own viewpoint. On the
other hand, the American views are based on their practical research by other
Americans and they develop their own theories about the Japanese education.
(Cummings)
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The tendency that Japan looks to the United States and the United States
tries to show that the model was caused by their historical relationship and
could not be avoided. If both countries can change these biased attitudes, they
will be able to understand each other more properly.
Secondly, both the United States and Japan are very similar in the sense that
Japan has modeled the United States in many ways, and also very different in
their social background. Learning is difficult between two nations if their
ideologies are different or the countries developed very differently. For an
advanced nation, the education of a developing nation is basically a research
object of cultural anthropology or the object to give support and assistance, and
therefore, it does not give any instruction which can be applied to the advanced
nation. In addition, between the countries whose political and social
environment are significantly different, obtaining information and freedom of
research are restricted for political reasons. In that case, it is not easy to gain a
clear understanding and it is less likely to take advantage of the result of the
comparative research because of the different social structure.
In this respect, the United States and Japan used to be far apart, but they are
converging rapidly. The proportion of aged people have increased. The
population of the students has been slightly decreasing in recent years. These
are the phenomena seen in both the United States and Japan. The citizen’s
age composition is also similar in these countries. Their economic system is
capitalism and their Gross National Product which used to be widely different
has changed and are within three to six percent. The strong influence of United
States education on Japan resulted in their similar educational system. We
cannot expect either of these countries to spend huge additional amount of
funds for educational reform not only because their economic growth rate is
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close, but also because they take conservative financial policies. In other words,
the United States and Japan cannot ignore financial restrictions whatever
educational reforms are to be taken.
On the other hand, there are many significant differences between the United
States and Japan as all of us can easily recognize. The United States covers
such a huge area, and is racial diverse. Many immigrants do not understand
English and some of them do not posses enough motivation for study
necessary to achieve a high level education. Contrary to this, Japan has few
immigrants. All the children are ready to adjust themselves to their school lives
and posses enough motivation to study.
The other basic difference is the educational system itself. The American
educational system is politically and administratively decentralized. Public
schools are run by about thirty thousand local educational committees.
(Cummings) In addition to this, the United States includes Catholic district
school systems on a large scale and a large number of private schools in all
stages of education. Most states expect students to continue their education at
least to the age of sixteen and if they wish to graduate from high schools, they
can get free education.
In Japan, although there are local educational committees, the central
government plays a major role. As a result of this, the Japanese can maintain
the standard educational level nationwide and the educational expense spent
per student by a government does not make much difference in any district.
Compulsory education is up to the completion of junior high schools and private
schools play important roles beyond those levels.
Summarizing all of these, both the United States and Japan have basically
the same political and economical structure. Their industrial and technical
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development is almost the same. Their educational systems are alike and are
facing common educational challenges. However, the educational system is
organized considerably different. Therefore, it is useful both for American and
Japanese researchers to examine and learn about another countries’
education.

The Contrasting Values toward the Education of Both Citizens
The attitude toward education by the American public and the Japanese
public are more striking than these structural characteristics. The United States
has cultivated the mystery of “ unlimited opportunities”. The Americans think that
a football player can earn more money than a president of a company. Even a
poor shoe store owner has the possibility that his name can be on the list of
billionaires on the Fortune magazine after twenty years. Schools are only the
middle of a step which leads to a success eventually. Most Americans have not
developed their intellectual skills even when they enter universities. They are
selective about choosing schools compared to the Japanese. They believe that
success is influenced by the things which happen outside of the schools or after
they get out of the schools. Therefore, success in the American society is
measured much more by the wealth and education can be considered as a
mean to obtain the wealth.
The success in the Japanese society can be considered to be engaged in
very few respected institutions, such as prestigious schools or companies.
Education plays a significant role not only as a means for obtaining a career, but
as a goal itself.

Although the Americans believe in unlimited opportunities,

the Japanese instead highly value on obtaining few limited careers. Their aims
are to be engaged in either central governmental agency or to join a big
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corporation, and other careers are less valued. It is recognized that their
academic background matters in order to obtain these few careers. Most
Japanese parents try to manage their children’s lives from a surprisingly early
age with the hope that their children can acquire those top careers. Since they
are aware that it is necessary to enter top universities to gain those attractive
career, the parents are deeply concerned about their children's academic
grades. The parents make every effort for their children to get good grades and
enter a better school. The fact that most parents share this belief brings very
competitive entrance examinations. The Japanese children have developed in
the realistic sense by early age what kind of occupation they will be engaged in
when they grow up.
Since American’s eternal goal is to enjoy a rich life, it does not matter that
one person become wealthy by either going through the elite schools or by
happening to get a million dollar lottery. However, the Japanese in general do
not value just a billionaire as much as an individual in high status after
attending the selective schools, education means a great deal to them.
At the same time, we can see rather ironic facts about the different
ideologies between the American and Japanese public. Even though the
Japanese strongly believe in the hierarchy of each occupation, income
differential within occupations is far smaller than that of the United States. And
there is no evidence that academic background is more closely related to their
occupational success in Japan than the United States. It is clear that high
positions are occupied mostly by graduates of top universities, however this
also applies to the situation in the United States. In addition, a large number of
graduates from these famous universities end up with moderate positions or
status in both the American and Japanese society. However, these different
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beliefs and recognition about career opportunities provide more motivation for
Japanese students to get good grades especially at the elementary level. This
analogy is helpful to explain why the Japanese students tend to stay longer at
schools, while the American students often drop out, but later come back to
schools.

The United States and Japan Come Close to the Same Goal
In both countries, these attitudes have been changing these days. The
United States and Japan started from opposite directions and seem to have
been approaching to each other. For the ten years after World War II, the United
States was acknowledged as an economic and technological giant that was
contested by rest of the world except Soviet Union. With this confidence, the
United States has promoted its evolution from the manufacturing to expand a
service economy. As a result, it has not paid much attention to the productivity of
its industries, especially in the area of consumer goods. Besides, because of
the huge domestic market, the United States was not much interested in the
expansion of the share in the overseas market until very recently.
These American policies did not cause problems until middle of 1970s. After
that its economic growth rate stagnated and foreign imports started to threaten
the health of big United States corporations. The United States was getting
more concerned about these situations and reevaluated its economic condition.
The United States finally attempted to restructure industry and expand export
more actively.
In the process of the reevaluation, schools gained more attention than
before. Some questions were asked. Why does the United States have half the
number of technicians of Japan, its major industrial rival? Why have young
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people’s abilities in writing or the results of competency tests dropped? These
kinds of questions spurred the recent educational interest and the United States
educators have come to emphasize excellence rather than equity, natural
sciences rather than social sciences, and discipline and industriousness
instead of the individual differences or creativity.
After World War II, Japan started from its devastating stage and the leaders of
the new government asked utmost sacrifice to the citizens in order to construct a
new society. The Japanese adopted foreign techniques with their industrious
national characteristics, and their economy was rapidly improved by an export
oriented growth strategy. By the 1970s, Japan could compete with the United
States in many areas and their income per citizen has reached almost the same
level as Europe.
At this point, the Japanese industrial leaders recognized that the competition
with the newly industrialized countries such as Korea and Singapore would
increase as long as Japan relies on producing heavy industry for exports.
Therefore, they tried to maintain the same export level by focusing on more high
technological industries recently and planned to increase domestic
consumption and put more emphasis on the leisure industry to improve their
standard of living.
It seems that both Japanese leaders and the public wish for a less
competitive educational system. They want young people to cultivate their
individual characteristics and to develop innovative techniques. The number of
young people who want to decide their activities by themselves and to pursue
their interest instead of living the traditional lives of surviving “examination war”
and their long working hours after finishing schools, is increasing.
Therefore, Japan wishes to liberate its educational system to bring up a
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variety of young people, and the United States attempts to develop a more
competitive educational system in order to upgrade young people’s basic
academic level. These approaches set both the United States and Japanese
educators on an equal level. It is time to learn from both systems. Some areas
where the United States can gain benefits in examining the Japanese
educational system follow.

Recommendation for the United States from the Japanese Experience
(1) More competition among students. After World War II, the mystery of the
“ unlimited opportunities” of America was introduced to Japan and the
opportunity for secondary education was rapidly expanded. Ten years from that
time, the number of young people who challenged the examination for the top
universities had rapidly increased as they sought highly regarded careers. Most
of these applicants failed to achieve their aims. Their pain and anxiety were
torturous enough to lead them to commit suicide. As time went on, new
supplementary organizations were created to help students evaluate their
ability and to back up the school’s role regarding entrance preparation.
Examination competition is now more rationalized and the students’ anxiety
has been rather relieved. In Japan, students develop educational plans
according to their career aspiration, while in the United States, students often
choose schools first with careers in their mind. Then they worry about career
opportunities later. If the American students get more selective for schools from
early age, they will be influenced by the Japanese type of credentialism and
more motivated for study.
(2) Promotion of more nationwide standardized education. During the whole
period of modern Japan, the central government has been planning to regulate
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the resources required to achieve educational purpose according to the school
level and each grade level. The standard regarding facilities and resources
were used as the measure of the government’s administrative plan. In general,
the Japanese standard regulates the most appropriate level that each school
should achieve, while the American standard only shows the minimum level
required to gain permission. The standard which the central government
establishes is not be completely obeyed in Japan, either. However, at least it
serves as a standard for educational debate. The variation of the Japanese
standards, varies with the school level. This would be a useful research object
for American educators.
(3) Accomplishment of more uniform educational expenditures. School
expenses are the example of the Japanese education standard. Principally, the
local public bodies are responsible for the expenses of public schools with their
tax income. However, the central government provides supplement for the selfgoverning body which cannot gain enough income. Furthermore, the Japanese
Diet has passed a law for the schools or students in situations such as poverty,
culturally alienation, or remote rural areas. As the result of this, the educational
expenses per a Japanese student are surprisingly equal. Most of the American
state governments should be interested in the Japanese way.
(4) The structure of more private school subsidies. Private schools play a
major role after high school levels in Japan and the central Japanese
government subsides them on a large scale. The Private School Promotional
Subsidization Act which subsidizes up to half amount of each school”s
managerial expenses. This public subsidy and its measure must be considered
by American leaders who wish to promote more government subsidies for
private schools.
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(5) Cultivation for the atmosphere to motivate for study. The Americans have
gradually recognized that school atmosphere has much to do with motivating
students to study and it has a significant influence for their academic results.
The American secondary schools value sports and dating as well as study,
while the Japanese secondary schools highly value study. It would be effective
to do careful research in the Japanese aspects such as how to collaborate
within faculty, how to induce students to study, and what would be the
relationship among schools in a same district.
(6) The curriculum of math and natural sciences and their teaching method.
The recent international competitive test showed that Japanese junior high and
high school students demonstrated their advanced skill more than other
industrialized countries.The Japanese children make good grades in these
areas because of the high level curriculum and a particular method which
emphasizes mastering their basic skills and student’s attendance. Not only do
the Japanese primary and secondary school require students to spend more
time for these subjects than the American schools, but also the Japanese
classes spend much more time on solving problems than the United States. The
Japanese educational process and their teaching methods need to be taken
more into consideration.
(7) More assistance for graduating students. Among industrialized nations,
Japan is the country where young people are least unemployed because of its
life-time employment system. On the other hand, the American unemployment
rate for young people is highest. The Japanese schools or universities are
responsible for helping student’s job search and the schools actively develop
their relationship with the hiring side. In addition, there are many job search
assistance corporations which examines young people and helps the
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graduates to match those seeking jobs with companies which are hunting for
them.

The United States and Japanese Common Interest
There are some areas which both the United States and Japan must reform if
they are to deal with the educational challenges.
(1) More globalization of educational curriculums. Although both countries
are the world leaders in international trade and economic assistance, their
educational systems are not effective enough in terms of furnishing young
people with the required specific skills for working overseas. For an instance,
the international competitive tests conducted recently, presented in the area of
the mutual understanding of the humanistic nature, the students of both the
United States and Japan could not answer even a half of the questions which
are considered to be necessary international knowledge by the professionals in
international affairs. Approximately fourteen percent of the American high
school students study foreign languages (Cummings) and most of American
universities still do not require all the students to study foreign languages.
Japanese foreign language education is better than the United States,
however, there are still very few young people who can speak foreign
languages that they studied. Both countries are facing the challenge about how
to increase the number of people who are good at other languages and have
abundant international knowledge.
(2) The training and position of the faculty. The faculty of both countries,
especially high school teachers have been bothered by a serious problem.
They do not get high salaries and are given less respect socially, and they have
limited opportunities for promotion, In the United States, turnover rate of math
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and science teachers are quite high and they transfer to more attractive jobs
such as a researcher for a company or think tank. Both the United States and
Japan must figure out some ways to encourage those faculties and motivate
them to continue teaching.
(3)

The reforms of secondary school. Probably the quickest and most urgent

solution for both educational systems would b the adjustment of the secondary
schools. Their systems of three year junior high schools and three to four year
high schools are now reinvestigated. Most students have no choice but to go
through the process. In many cases, the repeated curriculum between the junior
high schools and high schools can be seen. Instead of the present system,
some recommendations can be presented as to make it shorter and include a
variety of programs which can be applied to the students’ professional interests
and lead to their higher education program.

Future Study for the Comparative Educational Policy
School education is a product which exists commonly in any industrialized
nation and the original school systems of the United States and Japan should
not be quite so far apart. In order to examine the differences of the educational
process in reality, we need to focus also on the education outside of school. The
educational debate of both countries did not pay enough attention to the
student’s variety of educational experiences. From now on, we should extend
our view in the areas of education at home, educational industry ( such as the
supplementary schools of Japan, which match students with schools compatible
with their ability and desire), competitive educational training by army and
corporation, the educational opportunities presented by social educational
facilities such as museum, and the role of media, such as an educational
65
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Traditionally, the formal school structure of the United States and Japan was
often discussed, but the basic difference and learning comes from the more
informal structure. This will be more helpful and worth for studying. The example
is the human relation networks among the faculty, students, parents, and
administrators. It is necessary that one be fully aware of both countries social
environment by doing more precise and cautious research since it is rooted to
its social structure and each culture.
There will be many obstacles in applying each other’s ways or methods and
it is going to be such a huge exercise that no one can ever promise success.
However, understanding another successful system will bring researchers an
entirely new point of view and definitely will help to correct some of their own
problems. Especially when the United States sees that Japan which was
modeled after the United States could be an easy contrast since education is
the reflected mirror of the United States. American researchers in the future
would be wise to look at Japan as the object from which they may gain
important information to apply to the United States instead of regarding its
system as too unique.
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